Equipping a new era

The COVID-19 crisis in the United States has added to existing pressures for recycling companies. Markets had been turbulent for several years, but now processors are navigating complications around employee safety, shifting waste stream composition, unknowns in end markets, and more.

Fortunately, you have seasoned partners ready to assist.

The companies on the following pages offer tools and technology to allow recycling operators to automate effectively, leading to new possibilities in handling material and keeping workers safely distanced. These vendors also employ experts who can help customers develop strategies and processing lines unique to their markets and challenges.

It’s true the business of recycling, like so many others, finds itself in unprecedented times. Savvy use of equipment is one way operators will find ways to survive and thrive.
ACCENT WIRE TIE
Tomball, Texas
706-975-5920
sschug@accentwire.com
accentwiretie.com
Accent Wire Tie is the leading provider of baling wire and bale packaging equipment to the recycling and waste industry. Accent has a worldwide baling wire distribution network and the most experienced sales and baling equipment service team to support waste and recycling facilities.
- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

ALLEGHENY MANUFACTURING LLC
Lockport, New York
716-433-2864
sales@alleghenymfg.com
alleghenymfg.com
Allegheny Manufacturing LLC is committed to providing application engineering, manufacturing, project management services, and turnkey solutions for a wide range of bulk handling and size reduction equipment. Our material handling solutions include conveyors, rotary screens, vibratory feeders and bucket elevators, while our size reduction equipment includes hammer mills, lump breakers, and separators.
- Paper processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

ALLEGHENY SHREDDERS
Delmont, Pennsylvania
800-245-2497
josephb@alleghenyshredders.com
alleghenyshredders.com
As the premier manufacturer of high capacity shredding systems, Allegheny offers a total solution for your security needs. Whether you need to destroy paper, plastics, medical waste or e-scrap, our American-made shredders, grinders and horizontal balers can do it all. Our cost-effective solutions and excellent customer support will help you collect, process and recycle for a profit!
- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

AMERICAN BALER COMPANY
Bellevue, Ohio
800-843-7512
sales@americanbaler.com
americanbaler.com
Established in 1945, American Baler Company is one of the oldest and most respected baler manufacturers in the world. We manufacture a complete line of balers so that we can provide solutions to customers in a wide range of industries. These products include manual-tie and auto-tie single ram horizontal balers and two ram auto-tie balers for both low-volume and high-production applications.
- Collection equipment
- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

ADVANCED EQUIPMENT SALES
Souderton, Pennsylvania
215-723-7200
aesjeff@aesales.net
advancedequipmentsales.com
AES provides turnkey waste handling and recycling systems. Products include balers (two-ram, horizontal, vertical), compactors, conveyors and conveying systems, shredders and grinders, and our exclusive AirSharkTM Air Material Separator for plastic bags and film waste. Services include maintenance, repairs, parts, wire, baler rebuilds and relines.
- Collection equipment
- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment
- Used equipment
AMERICAN STARLINGER SAHM
Fountain Inn, South Carolina
864-297-1900
adiumberto@starlingersahm.com
starlingersahm.com
Starlinger manufactures plastic recycling equipment which utilizes odor removal, size reduction, melt filtering, pelletizing, as well as solid state reactors, and decontamination units. Starlinger produces some of the most advanced recycling separation systems currently available. In addition, provides equipment capable of producing FDA grade recycled PET and HDPE.
- Plastics processing equipment

AMOS MFG., INC.
Alpena, Michigan
888-270-6879
info@amos-mfg.com
amos-mfg.com
Recycling equipment manufacturer based in Northern Michigan. We manufacture quad shaft shredders, dual shaft shredders, hammer mills, conveyors, vibratory feeders, box dumpers, cart tippers, eddy current separators, and magnetic separators. We also manufacture custom equipment, contract parts, and complete shredding systems from conception to installation to after-sales service.
- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

AWELL PRES LTD
North York, Ontario
647-861-8686
info@awellpres.com
awellpres.com
Awell Pres is an industry leading supplier for recycling equipment. Our product includes vertical balers, horizontal balers, shredders, compactors and trim waste removal systems.
- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

BALEMASTER
Crown Point, Indiana
219-663-4525
joshrkyard@balemaster.com
balemaster.com
Balemaster manufactures heavy duty horizontal balers for the recycling industry. Balemaster products are designed to bale all forms of recyclable materials, including OCC, ONP, aluminum cans and plastic bottles. All Balemaster balers include many advanced features to provide maximum throughput capacity.
- Collection equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment

BALEING SUPPLY LLC
Austin, Texas
512-657-2128
info@balingsupply.com
balingsupply.com
Central Texas’ best resource for single loop bale ties. We deliver on our own trucks for minimal delivery fee.
- General materials handling equipment

BIOBAG AMERICAS, INC.
Dunedin, Florida
727-789-1646
info@biobagusa.com
biobagusa.com
BioBag is the world’s largest brand of certified compostable bags. Our bags assist communities, residents and businesses with the collection of organics for composting. We have worked with numerous haulers, composters, and government agencies to start and promote composting programs, including providing custom bags and free bins for new pilots.

BOMAC CARTS
Darien, Wisconsin
262-882-1227
clapidakis@royal-basket.com
bomaccarts.com
Bomac carts are made in the USA to order and are supported by world class customer service. Heavy-duty carts are our specialty. Made to order gives you the opportunity to get the right cart for your environment and application of use. A perfect fit for recycling, manufacturing, warehousing/distribution, retail, commercial laundry and more.
- Heavy Duty carts for recycling, manufacturing, warehousing/distribution, retail, commercial laundry and more.
BRITAS RECYCLING-ANLAGEN GMBH
Hanau, Germany
+0049-6181-9187-13
thomas.lehner@britas.de
britas.de
BritAS manufactures fully automatic belt melt filters for post-consumer recycling and has been in business since 1993. The ABMF series combines the lowest production costs and efficient operation. ABMF series is used in a wide variety of material applications, with focus on effective filtration. BritAS also supplies piston screen changer systems for all post-industrial and post-production applications.
  • Plastics processing equipment

BUHLER INC.
Stockton, California
209-983-8400
cynthia.brown@buhlergroup.com
buhlergroup.com
Optical sorting is essential in any plastic processing operation as it helps you to achieve a purer quality of products. Our sorting equipment uses a range of technologies including cameras, lighting and machine learning software. It can sort and remove product defects and foreign materials by color, shape and texture.
  • Plastics processing equipment

INSPIRED BY CUSTOMERS
POWERED BY INNOVATION

KEITH

SAFETY | FAST | RELIABLE

1-800-547-6161
keithwalkingfloor.com

“OUR WALKING FLOOR® TRAILERS ARE AN UPGRADE IN TERMS OF SAFETY COMPARED TO DUMP TRAILERS.”

The horizontal unloading of KEITH® WALKING FLOOR® systems helped C&W Global create a safer working environment for its employees. Let us know how KEITH can help you boost your bottom line.

www.keithwalkingfloor.com/KeithStory

Kris Creeden
C&W Global
BULK HANDLING SYSTEMS
Eugene, Oregon
541-913-0214
rreardon@bhsequip.com
bulkhandlingsystems.com

BHS is a worldwide leader in the innovative design, engineering, manufacturing and installation of sorting systems and components for the solid waste, recycling, waste-to-energy, and construction and demolition industries. Subsidiaries include Nihot, NRT, and Zero Waste Energy. BHS is also the home of Max-AI technology, a breakthrough artificial intelligence that identifies materials, makes intelligent decisions and directs equipment such as robotic sorters.

- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

CP GROUP
San Diego, California
619-336-7289
felicial@cpgrp.com
cpgrp.com

CP Group is a leader in material separation equipment for material recovery facilities worldwide. We provide custom, turn-key sort solutions including MRF manufacturing/engineering, retrofits, audits and consulting for residential recycling, commercial and industrial, municipal solid waste, engineered fuel, construction and demolition, and electronic waste processing.

- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment

CROSS WRAP OY
Siilinjärvi, Finland
+358-50-031-3378
panu.kantosalo@crosswrap.com
crosswrap.com

Cross Wrap Oy is the world leader in manufacturing automatic wrapping machines, bale openers and dewiring machines for the waste and recycling industry, including RDF, SRF, MSW, recycled paper, plastics and other recyclables. We also operate internationally in the wood products sector and other industries. Cross Wrap has over 500 machines delivered to 55 countries.

- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

C. S. BELL CO.
Tiffin, Ohio
419-448-0791
info@csbellco.com
new.csbellco.com

Glass crushers (three sizes), aluminum can crushers, aluminum can blowers, aluminum can separators. Custom design and manufacturing available. Call toll-free 888-958-6381 today!

- Metals processing equipment

DES MOINES COMFORT
Des Moines, Iowa
515-266-4660
jacob@idearocketlabs.com
desmoinescomfort.com

For more than 12 years, Des Moines Comfort Heating & Cooling has been making satisfied customers with furnace service, A/C service, geothermal service, boiler service and more, all across Des Moines and Central Iowa. Our friendly, experienced technicians perform ongoing training, so we can fix it right, the first time. And we stand behind our service with our 100% satisfaction guarantee. Call us today, you’ll be glad you did.

ENTEK EXTRUDERS
Lebanon, Oregon
541-259-1068
tstraw@entek.com
entek.com

- Plastics processing equipment
- Twin-screw co-rotating extruders

F V EVANS ENGINEERING LTD
Wellington, New Zealand
+64-04-5269512
sales@evansengineering.co.nz
evashred.co.nz

Today Evashred New Zealand offers nine model shredders to the market suited for most waste streams. It also offers add-on products like conveyor and tipping systems. We export globally and have produced hundreds of shredders over the 20-plus years since the birth of Evashred.

- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment
FOAM EQUIPMENT & CONSULTING CO.
Earth City, Missouri
314-427-4395
cplotts@foamequipment.com
foamequipment.com

FEC is the North American distributor of Heger Beasts Compression Systems. Heger Lion and Tiger Compacting Systems safely reduce the volume of expandable polystyrene (EPS), Styrofoam (XPS), polyethylene and polypropylene foam materials. Heger Systems use screw or cold compression to produce extremely dense logs for economic shipping for recycling. Heger also offers the Crocodile System for removal of fluids from plastic packaging, pulp, tin and aluminum cans, and many other applications.

- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment

FORREC SRL
Padova, Italy
39-049-0990015
luisa.macchion@forrec.it
forrec.eu

Forrec is an Italian company designer and manufacturer of single machines and complete installations for the treatment of any kind of municipal and industrial solid waste. The installations are customized to the specific productive needs of our customers. Forrec also offers complete post-sales service with professionalism, goods on stock and programmed maintenance, minimum machines stop and intervention on-site with specialized operators.

- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment

THE CLEAN WAY.

ABMF
Automatic Belt Melt Filter
Constant quality!
- High quality rPellets
- Low operating costs
- Fully-automatic
- Modular design & platform technology
- User-friendly, failproof & high output range
- Generally, perfectly operating with agricultural film
- The filter for post-consumer applications.

Lowest melt loss of all filtration technologies (less than 1%)

CMF
NEW Piston Screen Changer series
- Ideal for less contaminated industrial & production plastic waste

BritAS Recycling-Anlagen GmbH
Moseleistrasse 90, 63452 Hanau, Germany
Fon: +49 (0) 6181 9187-0, Fax: +49 (0) 6181 9187-22
info@britas.de

www.britas.de
GENSCO EQUIPMENT
Toronto, Ontario
416-465-7512
yermi@gensoequip.com
gensoequip.com

Genso has been part of the scrap recycling industry since 1919. We operate a complete manufacturing and service facility in Toronto and a sales office and parts facility outside Atlanta. Our products are found at recycling facilities, scrap and auto salvage yards, steel mills, foundries, railways and sub-stations across the Americas and Europe. Genso has earned a reputation for honesty and reliability for over 100 years, supplying proven products and after sales support.
- Metals processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

HARRIS
Cordele, Georgia
229-273-2500
holly.waters@harrisequip.com
harrisequip.com

Harris offers the industry’s finest customer service, most advanced design and engineering capabilities. For 130 years, Harris has remained an industry leader in the manufacturing of ferrous and non-ferrous processing equipment. Our equipment is backed by a well-trained, worldwide distribution organization, supported by a large staff of factory technicians, and large parts inventories at both distributor sites and the manufacturing plants. Harris is often imitated but never equaled.
- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment

H&C METALS
Newark, New Jersey
973-937-8917
hcmetals.nj@gmail.com
hcmetals.com

H&C Metals is a scrap metal recycling facility based in Newark, serving the Tri-State area. We are scrap metal buyers, recyclers and haulers. The scrap metals we accept include non-ferrous metals, ferrous metals, and computer and electronic scrap. Our services include scrap metal pickup and removal, industrial roll-off container, NJ DEP-authorized e-waste hauling, commercial scrap interior removal, freon evacuation, certified scrap destruction and custom recycling services. Contact us today to find out more about our capabilities.

HERBOLD USA
North Smithfield, Rhode Island
888-512-7774
info@herboldusa.com
www.herboldusa.com

Herbold designs, manufactures and installs size-reduction equipment (shredders, granulators, etc.) and wash-line systems for the plastics industry, specializing in the recycling of industrial and post-consumer plastics.
- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment

HUSTLER CONVEYOR COMPANY
O’Fallon, Missouri
636-441-8611
dgupton@hustler-conveyor.com
hustler-conveyor.com

Hustler Conveyor Company provides the most economical and cost-effective solutions for your recycling needs. Our capabilities include initial design, engineering, fabrication, delivery and installation of your system. We offer a full line of equipment, which includes metering feeders, container loaders, OCC separators, disc screens, drum feeders, bale breakers, glass screens, steel belt and roller chain conveyors, flat slider conveyors, and trough and flat idlers.
- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment

HYDE INDUSTRIAL BLADE SOLUTIONS
Southbridge, Massachusetts
508-764-4344
epfieffer@hydeblades.com
hydeblades.com

• Plastics processing equipment
• Granulator knives, shredder knives

INDUSTRIAL MAGNETICS, INC.
Boyne City, Michigan
231-582-3100
imi@magnetics.com
magnetics.com

Industrial Magnetics, Inc. (IMI) offers a range of heavy-duty metal separation equipment designed to protect vital processing equipment from metal damage. It also improves product purity and quality for high volume belt-conveyed products, features deep-reaching magnetic circuits to supply superior separation capabilities, reclaims valuable ferrous metal, and reduces product liability.
- Metals processing equipment
INTERNATIONAL BALER
Jacksonville, Florida
904-358-3812
sales@intl-baler.com
intl-baler.com
International Baler has been a leader in the design and manufacture of commercial and industrial recycling equipment since 1946. We also offer expertise in systems engineering, customer support services and application consultation. As a single source manufacturer, IBC is committed to providing leading edge technology, unsurpassed quality, and commitment to competitive prices, service and parts. We offer over 200 different standard models of vertical balers, closed-door horizontals, open-end auto-ties, and two-ram balers. We also custom configure units to fit applications with special requirements, allowing us to stay at the forefront of baler technology and on top of new and emerging markets.

Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

INTERNATIONAL KNIFE & SAW
Florence, South Carolina
800-354-9872
carr@iksinc.com
iksinc.com
International Knife & Saw is a domestic manufacture of knives and blades for the paper, plastics, metal, and recycling industries.

- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment

JOEST INC
Lombard, Illinois
630-469-0900
sales@joest-us.com
joest-us.com
Joest Inc. custom designs and manufactures vibratory equipment for the scrap, recycling and waste-to-energy industries. Our portfolio includes feeders, conveyors and screens, plus the innovative K-Sifter zigzag separators. We specialize in metal separation technologies for ASR (auto shredding), WtE (ash processing) and other non-ferrous metal recovery (wire chopping, e-scrap, etc).

- Metals processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

JORDAN REDUCTION SOLUTIONS
Birmingham, Alabama
205-849-0178
richard@jrs.com
jrs.com
OEM Manufacturer of industrial shredders, grinders and granulators. All made in the USA. Jordan Reduction Solutions is the OEM successor to Mitts and Merrill and has been serving the industry for over 160 years.

KEITH MANUFACTURING CO.
Madras, Oregon
541-475-3802
sales@keithwalkingfloor.com
keithwalkingfloor.com
Installed in storage bins, Keith Walking Floor systems integrate material receiving, storage and metering needs. Bins are engineered to the facility’s needs and can be designed to handle nearly any weight or material conveying volume. Walking Floor systems eliminate overloading of the takeaway conveyor because the speed can be controlled. Keith Manufacturing Co. has provided the waste and recycling industry with durable, reliable storage and unloading systems for more than 40 years. Systems are manufactured in the U.S. at the company headquarters located in Madras, Oregon.

- General materials handling equipment

LEADPOINT BUSINESS SERVICES
Phoenix, Arizona
888-205-1511
pat.hudson@leadpointusa.com
leadpointusa.com
Leadpoint addresses a common concern: MRFs don’t want more workers, they want a high-performing workforce that will make their business better. And they want knowledgeable experts to diagnose problems and put common-sense solutions into action. That’s Leadpoint. We work with you to improve productivity, efficiency, and profitability at your MRF.

Polymer Recovery Systems, Inc.
Float/Sink Tank
For continuous separation of buoyant plastics from non-buoyant plastics. Suitable for non-plastic material as well. Unique “Z-Flow” material flow pattern allows for 25 feet of surface travel – this allows longer material residence times and superior separation in a compact unit. Powered by variable speed motors to allow precise control of material flow.

Optional equipment includes:
- Discharge water collection/recirculation tanks
- Discharge water screening/filtration systems
- Water spray bars for light to moderate cleaning ability
- Post-separation dryers (centrifugal or rotary)
- Pre-separation air classification

Polymer Recovery Systems, Inc.
(715) 835-3233 • Fax (715) 833-2464
www.prsi.com • info@prs.com
LINDNER RECYCLINGTECH AMERICA
Statesville, North Carolina
800-235-1391
chris.howard@lindner.com
lindner.com

Lindner – an expert in shredding technology and processing systems – has made a name for itself over recent decades in both the stationary and mobile shredding equipment. Lindner focuses on shredding technology and RDF/SRF processing. From waste to plastics, metal, paper and special applications, you won’t be disappointed by our professional service. We have the perfect shredder for your needs!

- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment

MAAG GROUP / ETTLINGER
Tyrone, Georgia
770-703-8541
mike.diletti@maag.com
maag.com

- Plastics processing equipment
- Filtration systems for post-consumer and post-industrial plastic scrap reclaim.

MACHINEX TECHNOLOGIES INC.
High Point, North Carolina
877-362-3281
chawn@machinextechnologies.com
machinexrecycling.com

Machinex uses innovative solutions to design and produce custom-made sorting and recycling technologies for materials recovery and composting facilities. We provide you the system you need: a dependable, durable, high-performance equipment tailored to your specific requirements. Machinex also offers a full range of high quality recycling equipment such as sorting robots, optical sorters, ballistic separators, balers and much more.

- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment
- MRF upgrade

REM Recycling Equipment Manufacturing, Inc.

Washdown Ready
When Sanitation is a Priority
- NEMA 4 & 4x Enclosures
- UL 508 Certified Electrical Panels
- Washdown Motors & Bearings
- Stainless Construction

Call today and ask about washdown ready options
- Conveyors
- Hydraulic Tippers
- Glass Breakers
- Custom Equipment
- Sorting Systems
- Screens
- Can Crushers
- Can Buyers
- Blowers

@remfg.com
(800) 745-4736
remfg.com

42nd Year in Business
2020
Proudly Made in the USA
Mayfran International is the world’s leading provider of quality material handling, filtration and chip removal solutions. Mayfran’s products are engineered and designed with unrivaled focus on quality and innovation and are backed by our comprehensive service commitment and genuine parts replacement.

- General materials handling equipment

MHM TECHNOLOGIES INC.
Houston, Texas
281-652-5029
murtaza@mhmtchnl.com
mhmtchnl.com

MOSAIC DC
lanham, Maryland
240-391-8823
mosaicdesignnc@gmail.com
mosaicdesignconstruction.com

NEW WAY TRUCKS
Scranton, Iowa
712-652-3396
dross@mcmfco.com
newwaytrucks.com

New Way Trucks, a family-owned company spanning three generations, is the cornerstone brand of the central Iowa-based McLaughlin Family Companies. New Way is also the largest private manufacturer of refuse equipment in North America and a fast growing company in the $80 billion North American solid waste industry.

- Collection equipment

SORTEX E PolyVision™
Conquer your toughest sort

The revolutionary SORTEX E PolyVision™ features high intensity IR broad-spectrum lighting, high resolution ejectors, and innovative PolyCam technology that allow for effortless polymer removal.

Interested? Find out more.
(209) 983 - 8400
sortexsales@buhlergroup.com
NOVA PRODUCTS
Fort Erie, Ontario
888-321-7757
ashley@novaproducts.ca
novaproducts.ca

Nova Products designs and manufactures waste diversion containers for recycling and food scrap collection. All product designs are sustainable, functional and durable with a commitment to quality and customer service. Nova’s product line fits into any household or office space making sorting and storing your recyclables and organics simple and cost effective.

• Collection equipment

PINPOINT WIRE TECHNOLOGIES, LLC
Norman, Oklahoma
844-315-1080
sales@pinpointwire.com
pinpointwire.com

At Pinpoint Wire, our goal is to save our customers time and money by offering high quality wire products at competitive pricing. We are committed to the highest manufacturing standards, meeting, or exceeding ASTM standards for quality.

• General materials handling equipment

PRO-TAINER
Alexandria, Minnesota
800-248-7761
protain@protainer.com
protainer.com

Pro-Tainer has almost 30 years of experience serving the recycling and refuse industry. From recycling trailers to roll off trailers we produce the best product in the industry!

• Collection equipment
• General materials handling equipment

OCC SCREENS

FEATURES

• Double-deck and triple-deck design
• Customized sizes available
• 26” diameter AR steel discs
• Variable speed drive for each deck

OVER 50 YEARS SERVING THE RECYCLING INDUSTRIES Ph: 636-441-8600 | info@hustler-conveyor.com | www.hustler-conveyor.com
RECYCLING EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING, INC.
Priest River, Idaho
800-745-4736
josh@remfg.com
remfg.com
REM-Recycling Equipment Manufacturing has been providing peace of mind to the recycling industry for forty two years. We do this by building safety and longevity into every one of the more than seven thousand pieces of processing equipment we have produced. It is a long term relationship when you buy from REM and we also pride ourselves on providing you with industry leading support for the duration.

- Collection equipment
- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

ROLL RITE, LLC
Gladwin, Michigan
800-297-9905
info.rollrite@safefleet.net
rollrite.com
Roll-Rite manufactures automated and semi-automated tarping systems for recycling trucks and trailers, including Roll-Rite and Pulltarp brands. Our systems efficiently and reliably contain and protect payloads, create a safer work environment for drivers, and maximize ROI by increasing revenues and reducing cost of ownership. Visit RollRite.com or Pulltarps.com.

- Collection equipment
- General materials handling equipment

SCRAPRIGHT SOFTWARE
Waynesboro, Pennsylvania
877-897-6422
derek.paulo@scrapright.com
scrapright.com
Proudly serving thousands of daily users, totaling millions of transactions per month, ScrapRight Software is the top rated, fully featured, best supported, most innovative, intuitive, and easiest-to-use recycling software in the scrap industry. We want every scrap yard to be in 100% compliance with the tools to completely manage the buying, inventory tracking, and selling of materials. We offer turn-key and self-install solutions and serve all sizes of clients, from large enterprise level organizations down to the smallest solo operation.

- Paper processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment

BUILT FOR THE LONG HAUL

With plenty of versatile features, Mayfran’s Baler Feed Conveyors are designed to meet your application’s needs.

Built to exacting specifications and backed by Mayfran’s lifetime service commitment, they’ll last as long as your facility operates.

Learn more at MAYFRAN.COM
SESOTEC GMBH
Schoenberg, Germany
498-554-3080
nikolas.wolf@sesotec.com
sesotec.com

A manufacturer of optical sorting systems for plastics, glass, metal and e-scrap applications, Sesotec is one of the leading specialists for industrial sorting machines and systems. It is represented in North America by service and sales partner KRS Inc. Our systems reliably differentiate materials using various types of sensor technology and efficiently separate material flows into homogeneous fractions by colour and type.

- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment

SOREMA DIV. OF PREVIERO N. SRL
Anzano del Parco, Italy
+39-031-63491-250
sales@sorema.it
sorema.it/en_US

Sorema, with almost 40 years of experience is a point of reference in the design, manufacturing and installation of plastic recycling plants for PET/HDPE bottles, PE/PP film, raffia, fibers, and more. Sorema offers a wide range of solutions from singles modules to turn-key projects.

- Plastics processing equipment

SSI SHREDDING SYSTEMS, INC.
Wilsonville, Oregon
503-682-3633
sales@ssiworld.com
ssiworld.com

SSI Shredding Systems designs and manufactures one-, two-, three- and four-shaft industrial shredders and systems, primary reducers and transfer station compactors. Over 35 years we have manufactured thousands of systems, from the simple to the unique.

- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment

STADLER AMERICA, LLC
Colfax, North Carolina
336-497-4572
info@w-stadler.com
w-stadler.com

Stadler is dedicated to the planning, production and assembly of sorting systems and components for the waste disposal and recycling industry world-wide. Its team of over 450 qualified employees offers a tailor-made full service, from conceptual design to planning, production, modernisation, optimisation, assembly, start-up, conversions, disassembly, maintenance and servicing of components to complete recycling and sorting systems. Its product range includes ballistic separators, transport conveyor belts, screening drums and label removers.

- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment

STF GROUP/ ZIMMER AMERICA RECYCLING SOLUTIONS
Spartanburg, South Carolina
864-464-0007
info@zars-usa.com
stf-group.de/en

STF is one of the leading manufacturers for plastic recycling and washing machinery, especially for PET, PE, PP and PS post-consumer plastics, with more than 60 turn-key plants delivered worldwide. Complete lines and single machines from the company include tools for wet and dry granulation, label removal, ballistic separation, hot wash, friction cleaner, sink/float separation, and more.

- Plastics processing equipment

SUNSPear VENTURES
Karnataka, India
806-160-4545
sridhar@iiht.com
iiht.com

TEAMKCI
Mahwah, New Jersey
201-294-6382
jeffk@teamkci.com
teamkci.com

IT, Networking, Mainframe, Server, Switching, Storage (NetApp, EMC, Data Domain, Hitachi, IBM)


- Collection equipment

STF is one of the leading manufacturers for plastic recycling and washing machinery, especially for PET, PE, PP and PS post-consumer plastics, with more than 60 turn-key plants delivered worldwide. Complete lines and single machines from the company include tools for wet and dry granulation, label removal, ballistic separation, hot wash, friction cleaner, sink/float separation, and more.

- Plastics processing equipment

TEAMKCI
Mahwah, New Jersey
201-294-6382
jeffk@teamkci.com
teamkci.com

IT, Networking, Mainframe, Server, Switching, Storage (NetApp, EMC, Data Domain, Hitachi, IBM)


- Collection equipment

STF GROUP/ ZIMMER AMERICA RECYCLING SOLUTIONS
Spartanburg, South Carolina
864-464-0007
info@zars-usa.com
stf-group.de/en

STF is one of the leading manufacturers for plastic recycling and washing machinery, especially for PET, PE, PP and PS post-consumer plastics, with more than 60 turn-key plants delivered worldwide. Complete lines and single machines from the company include tools for wet and dry granulation, label removal, ballistic separation, hot wash, friction cleaner, sink/float separation, and more.

- Plastics processing equipment

SUNSPear VENTURES
Karnataka, India
806-160-4545
sridhar@iiht.com
iiht.com

TEAMKCI
Mahwah, New Jersey
201-294-6382
jeffk@teamkci.com
teamkci.com

IT, Networking, Mainframe, Server, Switching, Storage (NetApp, EMC, Data Domain, Hitachi, IBM)


- Collection equipment
TOMRA SORTING, INC.
Charlotte, North Carolina
980-279-8800
Carlos.Manchado@tomra.com
tomra.com/en/sorting/recycling

Tomra Sorting offers a range of sorting solutions to separate a variety of valuable fractions including plastics, metals and paper from waste, to name a few. Recovering clean material fractions, our systems deliver significantly higher yields and increased value from input material. We develop and implement customized recycling solutions.
- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment

UNIVERSAL DYNAMICS
Fredericksburg, Virginia
703-490-7000
bob.harrison@unadyn.com
unadyn.piovan.com

For 60 years Universal Dynamics, a Piovan Company, has proudly provided products and systems to efficiently and effectively meet the challenging requirements and specifications of plastics processors worldwide! Una-Dyn and Piovan are world leaders in innovative design and manufacture of material handling, drying, blending and size reduction products and systems.
- Plastics processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment
- Dryers, Crystalizers, Blenders, Complete Material Handling Systems from Rail Car Unloaders to silos to central vacuum systems, Granulators and Shredders, Process Water Control Systems

US EXPORTERS INC
Norwalk, California
310-614-4881
atraimport@yahoo.com

We buy and sell polyester, BOPP, PVC and other plastic materials.
Van Dyk Recycling Solutions helps waste and recycling processors maximize their profits by supplying equipment solutions that use state-of-the-art sorting systems and balers. We have led the market for 35 years with over 2,400 efficiently operating and profitable installations. Our key technologies include: Bollegraaf high-capacity pre-press flap balers, Tomra optical sorters, starscreens, non-wrapping screens, ballistic separators, density separators, air systems, and more.

- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

Virtus Equipment is the leading supplier of recycling equipment for demanding plastics size reduction. Our industrial single-shaft shredders, heavy duty granulators, beside the press granulators, and pulverizers, along with accessories like blowers, conveyors, and metal separation tools, have made us an integral link for the plastic recycling industry.

Plastics processing equipment

Warren & Baerg Manufacturing, Inc.

Dinuba, California
559-591-6790
info@warrenbaerg.com
warrenbaerg.com

Warren & Baerg manufactures equipment to handle various materials for the alternative fuels market. Its densifying and cubing systems compress non-recyclable waste into cubes for fuel. The company also offers metering/surge bins and the following types of conveyors: drag chain, chain belt, slider bed, roller chain, flat belt, trough belt, and bottom drag.

- Paper processing equipment
- General materials handling equipment

With Weima machinery, clients transform waste material into reusable goods or an alternative energy source. Through shredding and briquetting, we can more easily sort, clean, transport and dispose of materials in a cost effective and energy efficient way. Machines available for the wood, paper, plastic, metal, corrugate and waste industries.

- Paper processing equipment
- Plastics processing equipment
- Metals processing equipment
- Organics processing equipment

Over the last 50 years, Vecoplan has become a leading partner in the international recycling business. For customers who are looking for waste size reduction or additional revenue via energy production, Vecoplan offers custom shredding systems for plastics, paper, wood, and waste.

With Vecoplan equipment, clients now have the ability to convert their used material into reusable goods or a new energy source. Over the last 50 years, Vecoplan has become a leading partner in the international recycling business.
For decades, we’ve made the best shredders, shears, and balers on the market. While many have imitated them, nothing even comes close. From our engineering processes to our knowledge of the industry, we bring a level of dedication unlike any of our competitors. So if you were wondering how you become the strongest company in the recycling, waste, and scrap industry—there’s your answer.